[Unidimensional scales for dementia: a cross-sectional study in elderly Italian retirement houses residents].
The pain in instituzionalized elderly people with cognitive impairment is common. This symptom is severely under-reported and under-treated within this population. Evaluation of pain intensity is an essential component of pain assessment. Self-report approach to pain assessment is generally regarded as the gold standard of pain measurement in people with mild and moderate cognitive decay. The literature demonstrated more different unidimensional self-report scales but the conclusions of the studies suggested often the utilization of different scales. The goal of this study was to compare three different unidimensional pain assessment scales to be used with 84 instituzionalized elderly people with an average Mini-Mental State Examination score of 18. This was a descriptive cross-sectional study. The pain assessment was carried out by administering the three scales Faces Pain Scale (FPS), Numeric Rating Scale (NRS), Verbal Rating Scale (VRS). The results showed that the prevalence of pain was 60-70%. All three pain intensity scales had good reliability and validity (p=0.0001); The compilation time of Faces Pain Scale most above than the other two scales (p=0.0001). The findings of this article support the implementation of these scales in operative protocols considering the compilation time and preferences of the patients.